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About This Game

Help the viking king find a cure!
Several years have passed since Ingolf became the king of Iceland. He married his beloved Dalla and they gave birth to two

beautiful children. The lands of Ingolf prospered and grew. But one day a terrible danger came to the lands of the brave king.
An unknown disease started to spread across the kingdom. To save his family and his people Ingolf will have to travel to the

lands of the far west and find a cure!
Travel to the far lands of the west! Visit wondrous corners of the ancient world! Meet new interesting characters and learn their

intriguing stories! Find a cure and save your kingdom!

- 40 exciting levels;
- 4 bonus levels;

- absorbing storyline;
- renewed gameplay;
- wonderful graphics.

JOIN US!

Follow us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/RealoreGame
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/RealoreGames
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A fun game to play with friends that is addicting, fast-paced, and easy to play for short to mid-length amounts of time. Having
controllers for all involved is a must I would argue, as keyboard controls are not great. Would definitely recommend if you
enjoy Towerfall and are looking for something in a similar but different vein.. This game is really hard. You have to be really
stealthy in order to make it alive. I tried a couple of times, but I've yet to beat the first level.

The game isn't terrible, it's just very difficult.

If you want the challenge, buy it on sale, but I don't really recommend this game. I don't know what else it offers, so that's about
all it has to it.. recommended game if you looking for a meme game LuL. Fun little time waster that would fit perfectly on
mobile phones...on PC it lacks controller support!. I'm not gonna say anything since that would be repeating what people have
said.
Just buy the game.. Very good adaptation of the D&D boardgames! There is a progression system of the characters and the
campaign seems good too!. Really fun, starts off easy and then the difficulty spikes for a bit.. There are thousands of free games
better than this. Such a disaster.
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Broken. Wouldn't even start. Also had to signup with email and address. DO NOT BUY THIS PEICE OF CRAP NO MATTER
HOW CHEAP IT IS! STOP SUPPORTING AWFUL DEVELOPERS!. A very fun and adorable game that'll make you want to
do well in it to hear cute cat noises in time with the victory jingle.

Controls are pretty tight, as expected from the folks who made They Bleed Pixels. Evolutions and additions to stages add a lot of
fun garbage to juggle and consider when barking at old women to steal their food.

It oozes fun style and has cute little attentions to detail.. Great game. :) Good graphics and music. :). Fun watching the empires
rise and fall, and it's good on PC because you can make the galaxies quite large.. 20/10 Points this game is sooo very goood like
you play this gardener and his name is gnade and he is bissing on burple rbfreunds best game would recommend anyone. Great
little skill game with beautiful visuals. Well worth it for the price of a coffee!

Also may or may not go well when complimented with a bunch of acid.. It doesn't want you to stop playing. If you have queued
for a match you can't cancel out. So if it's stuck looking for one, you have to whip out the task manager cause alt-f4 isn't
working. Just don't buy it.. Waste of my time. Game had me looking for♥♥♥♥♥♥in a♥♥♥♥♥♥stack.. Good game ;)
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